A Disclaimer:

I want to keep my word with you. I know you understand that I receive interesting and timely news items from friends all over the world. Most of these items appear to have prophetic relevance. Others are of particular interest in the field of Science, Health & Nutrition, Devotional themes and some touches of Humor.

With a bit of hesitation, I am forwarding some of these items to friends like you via email. My concern is this: some persons who will receive or read the items I choose to forward will assume that I endorse, approve or believe every "iota," and that I am endorsing the author or source. This simply is not true! As you read, you must be discerning, choosey, discriminating and use common sense. If you are going to quote someone, quote the source -- I am not the source, I am the reporter . . . --CW

Barack Obama Pleads for Calm as UN Warns Radiation 'Plume' from Japan Quake Could Hit U.S. Today Before Eventually Reaching Europe

By: Daily Mail Reporter / Daily Mail Online.com / March 18, 2011

"Barack Obama has appealed for calm today after a UN agency predicted that a nuclear plume from Japan is set to hit the U.S. West Coast by tomorrow.

"The President said no dangerous levels of radiation are expected to reach the U.S. as Japan runs out of time to prevent what officials are calling 'another Chernobyl'."

--A note, dated March 15, from one of our friends -- up close and very personal.
Dear Charles,

I finally got a hold of my sister who lives in Kisarazu city in Chiba prefecture. Chiba is located on the east of Tokyo. When I talked with my step mom last Friday, I felt better because there was no mudslide, broken bridge or any collapsed building where she lives. The only thing that went wrong was a burning refinery in Ichihara city 12 miles away. Since my step mom lives in the countryside where you find relatively large number of farmlands, I assumed that everything would be OK. How little did I know about the true situation. Since then, much has changed in just 4 days.

Even in cities where they experienced hardly any damages to any of their buildings, due to the demise of the large oil refinery, there is no more gasoline, diesel fuel, and heating oil. Each person or car is restricted to just 20 liters (about 5 US gallons) of gasoline. As a result, food transport trucks are unable to make deliveries which require long distance driving. My sister just returned home discouraged from shopping at Jusco, the largest department store in the area with the largest grocery section. Guess what? Absolutely no bread and no more milk. Fishermen who used to go out can no longer go fishing after the last trip because you cannot operate even a small fishing boat for just 5 gallons of gasoline. Food is quickly becoming very scarce even in the area where there is little or no damage. Her house still has water and electricity, but hardly any food. She is baking bread this morning on her own using up a small bag of flour. This is a total logistical nightmare. Japanese developed what is called, 'Just In Time Inventory System,' which made them so successful during the 1980s; but now in this time of crisis, 'just in time system' is killing them.

In my opinion, unless something gets done to the delivery of gasoline and diesel fuel, eastern half of Japan is on the verge of total collapse within a month. What would happen to the rest of the world if Iranians decide to sink a super tanker at the mouth of Strait of Hormuz in the near future?

Heaven help us all!

Sincerely in Christ, T

---

**Super Full Moon**
Dr. Tony Phillips / NASA Science.com / March 16, 2011

"Mark your calendar. On March 19th (Saturday evening), a full Moon of rare size and beauty will rise in the east at sunset. It's a super 'perigee moon' - - the biggest in almost 20 years.

""The last full Moon so big and close to Earth occurred in March of 1993,' says Geoff Chester of the US Naval Observatory in Washington DC. 'I'd
"Indeed, contrary to some reports circulating the Internet, perigee Moons do not trigger natural disasters. The 'super moon' of March 1983, for instance, passed without incident. And an almost-super Moon in Dec. 2008 also proved harmless."
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A duty that is ours this side of the Kingdom

People involved in full-time ministry are occasionally given the opportunity to contemplate what the world will be like when their services are no longer needed. Think about it: a time is coming when there shall be no need for a large portion of jobs in public service. No doctors, police officers, firefighters, attorneys or ... evangelists. The Bible speaks of a time when no one will have to teach another about our Heavenly Father, for we shall all know Him.
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Barack Obama pleads for calm as UN warns radiation 'plume' from Japan quake could hit U.S. today before eventually reaching Europe

By Daily Mail Reporter
Last updated at 9:30 AM on 18th March 2011

- UN predicts nuclear plume could hit U.S. by Friday
- Experts warn that particles will drift across Atlantic for Europe
- Obama finally falls in line with the rest of the world and starts evacuating American citizens from Japan
- French minister: 'Let's not beat about the bush, they've essentially lost control'
- Cooling pool for spent fuel rods has 'boiled dry at reactor number four'
- Japanese have 48 hours to avoid 'another Chernobyl'
- Terrified Americans panic-buy gas masks, anti-radiation pills and even pet shelters
- Experts warn that crisis is 'approaching point of no return' as officials run out of options

Barack Obama has appealed for calm today after a UN agency predicted that a nuclear plume from Japan is set to hit the U.S. West Coast by tomorrow.

The President said no dangerous levels of radiation are expected to reach the U.S. as Japan runs out of time to prevent what officials are calling 'another Chernobyl'.

He spoke as officials in Dallas denied reports that radiation had been detected on passengers landing there from Japan, and Chicago refused to confirm claims passengers tested positive for radiation at O'Hare airport.

And last night there were also fears that particles from the cloud could cross the Atlantic and eventually reach Europe.
Do they all need to be screened? Hundreds of people queue to check in at the international terminal at Narita Airport outside Tokyo in Japan yesterday.

One by one: Left, a baby and her mother are scanned for radiation before they enter an evacuation centre in Fukushima Prefecture today. Right, a passenger from Japan passes through a scanner to check radiation levels at Incheon international airport near Seoul in South Korea.

Lars-Erik De Geer, research director at the Swedish Defence Research Institute, said levels were not dangerous for people but predicted particles would continue across the US then the Atlantic and would eventually also reach Europe. ‘It is not something you see normally but it is not high from any danger point of view,’ he said. ‘It is only a question of very, very low activities so it is nothing for people to worry about.’

A Chicago Aviation Department spokesman refused to confirm that radiation has been found at the airport, saying only that Customs and Border Protection are doing additional screenings.

But a spokesman at the Dallas Fort Worth airport said no passengers had tested positive for any radiation. Customs had discovered minute levels of radiation on a flight yesterday during a routine screening - but it was related to medical equipment, not nuclear energy, the spokesman said.

With terrified passengers packing Tokyo airport after scores of governments, including the U.S., advised their citizens to flee, the fear of radiation arriving on flights from Japan is set to increase.

Meanwhile, in America, worried citizens are trying to protect themselves against the nuclear fallout with gas masks and anti-radiation tablets after U.S. Surgeon General Regina Benjamin warned them to ‘be prepared’ for harmful radiation. Some are even buying pet shelters with gas filters.

But today Mr Obama said he does not expect any harmful levels of radiation to reach the U.S.

U.S. Homeland Security chief Janet Napolitano told the AP today that no harmful levels of radiation have reached the U.S.

Air passengers arriving in Los Angeles are being screened for ‘even a blip’ of radiation after the reports from Chicago and Dallas sparked contamination fears there.

The news came as the State Department said the first evacuation flight of U.S. citizens has left Japan in the aftermath of the devastating earthquake.
and tsunami that sparked a crisis at a nuclear power plant.

Undersecretary of State Patrick Kennedy told a news conference today that the flight has left Tokyo for Taipei, Taiwan.

He said fewer than 100 people were onboard, mostly dependents of U.S. officials, and also some other private citizens.
Empty: This store in Los Angeles was out of potassium iodide following a run on the anti-radiation drug at grocery stores and pharmacies.

**RADIOACTIVE PLUME**

Radiation from crippled Japanese reactors will be diluted as it travels across the Pacific Ocean and, at worst, would have extremely minor health consequences in the U.S., the New York Times reported on Thursday.

Forecast for Friday 0600 GMT
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Source: The New York Times

Friday fall-out: A graphic showing the path of the nuclear plume as predicted by the UN.
It also emerged today that the Environmental Protection Agency has upped its number of radiation monitors in locations on the West Coast. The UN has predicted that a nuclear plume from Japan could reach islands off the Alaskan coast today, and southern California by tomorrow. The agency has not yet responded to queries on whether it has detected any increased levels of radiation in the U.S. today.

U.S. Customs and Border Protection spokesman Cherise Miles told CBS the agency is ‘specifically assessing the potential for radiological contamination associated with the ongoing impact of the earthquake and tsunami to Japan's nuclear facilities’.

Last night it emerged that the United Nations has predicted that a nuclear plume from a crisis-hit reactor in Japan could drift across the Pacific and over the U.S. by Friday.

The chilling forecast came as the United States began evacuating Americans out of Japan amid escalating fears that the quake-ravaged country is facing disaster.

Japanese military helicopters today dropped sea water on the over-heating reactors in a last-ditch attempt to avoid a catastrophic meltdown. Some experts say the county has 48 hours to avoid ‘another Chernobyl’.

Radiation from the toxic plume spewing from the reactor is set to hit California and the West Coast on Friday, according to the UN’s Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organisation. It predicts the plume will head into Southern California and further into Nevada, Utah and Arizona.

While the organisation did not give any further details on the level of radiation to hit the U.S., health officials emphasised that - as with the Chernobyl disaster 26 years ago - most radiation in the atmosphere is set to dissipate throughout its journey over the Pacific.
Disaster: A second photograph released by Tokyo Electric Power Co. shows the charred rafters of the No. 3 unit of the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant which was yesterday shrouded in smoke billowing from the ruins

On Sunday, the U.S. Nuclear Regulator Commission said it expected no harmful levels of radiation would reach the U.S. from Japan given the thousands of miles between the two countries.

The UN's projection, which was calculated according to wind patterns on Tuesday, was first reported by the New York Times.

The data assumes that radiation is spewing from the crippled nuclear reactor at a continuous rate and forms a rising plume, amid heightened suspicion that the crisis at the plant – already ranked the second-worst nuclear disaster after Chernobyl – is worse than the Japanese authorities have publicly let on.

Two CH-47 Chinook helicopters began dumping seawater on the damaged reactor of Unit 3 at the Fukushima complex at 9.48am local time this morning as Defence Minister Toshifumi Kitazawa told reporters that emergency workers had no choice but to try the water dumps before it was too late.

The aircraft dumped at least four loads of at least 2,000 gallons each, on the reactor, though much of the water appeared to be dispersed in the air.

The dumping was intended both to help cool the reactor and to replenish water in a pool holding spent fuel rods. The plant's owner, Tokyo Electric Power Co., said earlier that the pool was nearly empty, which might cause the rods to overheat.
Chaos: Passengers crowd Haneda International Airport outside Tokyo as foreigners scramble to flee the country amid radiation fears.

Japan earthquake: Barack Obama pleads for calm as radiation may hit US ... http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1367450/Japan-earthquake-Bara...
Leaving: A child undergoes a radiation test at Prague’s Kbely military airport after hundreds of people fleeing Japan arrived from Tokyo’s Narita airport while right with her face covered by a mask as she awaits the next flight out of earthquake hit Japan.

Darkness: Lights are turned off to save energy before rolling blackouts in Tokyo yesterday. Power generation from the Fukushima plant has been hit due to damage from the earthquake and tsunami.

American officials have also said that they believe the fuel holding pools at reactor three and four are empty of water after boiling dry. That means that nuclear fuel rods at both the reactors could overheat further and release more radiation.

Even when removed from reactors, uranium rods are still extremely hot and must be cooled for months, possibly longer, to prevent them from heating up again and emitting radioactivity.

Emergency workers are struggling to keep a constant supply of water pumping into the holding pools and officials last night admitted that much of the monitoring equipment in the plant was broken and it was impossible to monitor the situation.
'We haven't been able to get any of the latest data at any spent fuel pools. We don't have latest water levels, temperatures, none of the latest information,' an official said. There are also frantic efforts to restore power to the coolant pumping system that was knocked out by the tsunami on Friday.

Chief Cabinet Secretary Yūkio Edano said that along with the helicopter water drops, special police units would use water cannons - normally used to quell rioters - to spray water onto the Unit 4 storage pool. The high-pressure water cannons will allow emergency workers to stay farther away.

One French expert warned that the plant is just hours away from disaster. Thierry Charles of the Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety told the Telegraph: 'The next 48 hours will be decisive. I am pessimistic because, since Sunday, I have seen that almost none of the solutions has worked.'

It followed the alarm from the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organisation, which does radiation projections as a matter of routine in an attempt to predict which of its stations scattered around the globe need to be activated as it monitors a global ban on nuclear arms testing.

Its 60 stations test the air for radiation, and use computer models and weather forecasts to model how that radiation could be transported by wind.

'It's simply an indication,' Lassina Zerbo, head of the agency's International Data Center, told the newspaper. 'We have global coverage. So when something happens, it's important for us to know which station can pick up the event.'

Early this morning the Obama administration fell in line with the rest of the world and began evacuating citizens from Tokyo in defiance of Japanese assurances that the capital is not yet in danger.
Japan earthquake: Barack Obama pleads for calm as radiation may hit US... http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1367450/Japan-earthquake-Bara...
Mr Obama had promised to support Japan in its efforts to contain the crisis. But as a desperate last-ditch attempt to prevent total nuclear meltdown began last night, the President finally made a tough decision.

Gregory Jaczko did not say how the information was obtained, but the NRC and U.S. department of energy both have experts on site at the Fukushima complex of six reactors.

'We believe that around the reactor site there are high levels of radiation,' he said. 'It would be very difficult for emergency workers to get near the reactors. The doses they could experience would potentially be lethal doses in a very short period of time.'

Frantic attempts to cool down the reactors at the Fukushima plant following Friday's earthquake and tsunami had to be suspended after high radiation levels were recorded. Technicians later returned, but it was another setback in Japanese efforts to avoid a nuclear catastrophe.

40 YEARS OF DOUBT ON DESIGN OF FUKUSHIMA POWER PLANT

The design of the reactors at the stricken Fukushima power plant has been called into question for almost 40 years.

As far back as 1972, experts said the Mark 1 should be discontinued because its containment vessel was not as robust as alternatives.

One report said such reactors had a 90 per cent probability of bursting should the fuel rods overheat and melt in an accident.

A clutch of engineers also resigned their posts rather than carry on with a project they deemed to be unsafe. In a nuclear reactor the containment vessel is considered the last line of defence to stop a meltdown.

It is usually a steel and cement 'tomb' and is designed to stop the melting fuel rods sending lethal radiation into the atmosphere.

The cheaper Mark 1s, however, are less robust, smaller, and have long been thought to be more likely to fail in an emergency.

They were designed in the U.S. in the 1960s by the utility giant General Electric. Five of the six reactors at the Fukushima plant are Mark 1s.

In 1972, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission said the design should be discontinued because it was more susceptible to explosion and rupture from a build-up in hydrogen – which may have happened at Fukushima.

In 1975 engineer Dale Bridenbaugh and two of his colleagues at General Electric quit work on a Mark 1 because they were uncomfortable about safety.

The travel warning extends to U.S. citizens already in the country and urges them to consider leaving. The authorised departure offers voluntary evacuation to family members and dependents of U.S. personnel in Tokyo, Yokohama and Nagoya and affects some 600 people.

Senior State Department official Patrick Kennedy said chartered planes will be brought in to help private American citizens wishing to leave.
People face less risk in southern Japan, but changing weather and wind conditions could raise radiation levels elsewhere in the coming days, he said.

After a hastily arranged teleconference with officials from the State and Energy departments, the order was given to get Americans out.

It heightened suspicions that the crisis at the Fukushima nuclear plant in north-east Japan – already ranked the second-worst nuclear disaster after Chernobyl – is worse than the Japanese authorities have publicly let on. Yesterday 'last-ditch' efforts were continuing at Fukushima to prevent a catastrophe.

The chief of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission warned last night that all the cooling water has gone from one of the spent fuel pools. That means there is nothing to stop the fuel rods getting hotter and ultimately melting down. The outer shell of the rods could also ignite with enough force to propel the radioactive fuel inside over a wide area.

Tokyo, which is about 170 miles from the stricken nuclear complex, has reported slightly elevated radiation levels, though Japanese officials have said the increase was too small to threaten the 39 million people in and around the capital.

Anxious to safeguard the U.S. relationship with its closest Asian ally, Mr Obama told Mr Kan about the steps the U.S. was taking, shortly before the State Department announced the first evacuations.

But the alliance looked likely to be strained, with the U.S. taking more dramatic safety precautions than Japan and issuing dire warnings that contradicted Japan's more upbeat assessments.

Earlier yesterday, the Obama administration urged the evacuation of Americans from a 50-mile radius of the stricken nuclear plant, raising questions about U.S. confidence in Tokyo's risk assessments. Japan's government was urging people within 20 miles to stay indoors if they could not evacuate.

White House spokesman Jay Carney sought to minimize any rift between the two allies, saying U.S. officials were making their recommendations based on their independent analysis of the data coming out of the region following Friday's massive earthquake and tsunami.

'I will not from here judge the Japanese evaluation of the data,' Mr Carney told reporters.

'This is what we would do if this incident were happening in the United States.'
Until last night, the U.S. had advised its citizens to follow the recommendations of the Japanese government.

As late as Tuesday, Mr Carney had said those recommendations were 'the same that we would take in the situation'.

But conditions at the nuclear plant continued to deteriorate, with surging radiation forcing Japan to order workers to temporarily withdraw. Last night Japan was making a desperate last-ditch attempt to cool the reactor by using helicopters to dump sea water. One official told the Mail: 'There is no other option. This has to work.'

State Department spokesman Mark Toner said the U.S. had consular personnel in the Miyagi and Ibaraki prefectures and was sending officials out to check on Americans.

'We have consular teams on the ground,' Mr Toner said.

'Where they can, they are going door to door. They are going to hospitals. They are trying everything in their power to reach out and find American citizens.'

The Pentagon said U.S. troops working on relief missions can only go within 50 miles to the plant with approval. Spokesman Col. David Lapan said the U.S. would review requests from the Japanese for assistance that would require troops to move within that radius, though no approval for such movement had been given since the stricter guidelines were enacted.

The Pentagon said troops are receiving anti-radiation pills before missions to areas where radiation exposure is likely.

With the arrival of three more ships to the massive humanitarian mission, there were 17,000 sailors and Marines afloat on 14 vessels in waters off Japan.

Several thousand Army and Air Force service members already stationed at U.S. bases in Japan have also been mobilised for the relief efforts.

Airmen have been flying search and rescue missions and operating Global Hawk drones and U-2 reconnaissance planes to help the Japanese assess damage from the disasters.

The operation is fraught with challenges - mainly, figuring out how to continue to provide help amid some low-level releases of radiation from the facility, which officials fear could be facing a meltdown.

Weather also temporarily hampered some relief plans Wednesday. Pilots couldn't fly helicopters off the deck of aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan until late afternoon because of poor visibility.

The 7th Fleet said 15 flights with relief supplies were launched from the eight-ship carrier group, about half as many as the 29 flights reported the previous day to deliver food, water, blankets and other supplies.

Several water pumps and hoses were being sent from U.S. bases around Japan to help at Fukushima, where technicians were dousing the overheating nuclear reactors with seawater in a frantic effort to cool them.

The U.S. had already sent two fire trucks to the area to be operated by Japanese firefighters, said Cmdr. Leslie Hull-Ryde, a Pentagon spokeswoman.
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- Pentagon
- White House
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- elisa, southern Cal. There's no panic in southern Oregon either. A friend in Tokyo tells me there's also no panic there. He tells me that one has to be quick to get food at the supermarkets though. People swoop on it as soon as it arrives. Concern, yes, but panic, no. He said he's getting out of Japan today, before it turns into a nuclear wasteland. He said he doesn't fancy eating toxic food, drinking toxic wine, or breathing the toxic air. Who can blame him?
- Walter, Phoenix, Oregon, 18/3/2011 10:30
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- what2put, co durham, 18/3/2011 10:25
  Click to rate . Rating 3
  Report abuse

  it won't be a problem until they put it in the chemtrails !!!!!!!!

- Omaba said this week that the US was in no danger from the radiation from Japan....... who on earth told him to spout such rubbish? How on earth can anyone know which way the winds will blow? - ann deaves, upnor, kent, >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> It's not a question of whether or not radioactive particles arrive in the USA - we can be almost certain that it will. The more important question is just how radioactive these particles will be. If it's only very low level, there is no need to worry. Medium or high level and you've got a problem.
- John, Maidstone, 18/3/2011 10:25
  Click to rate . Rating 17
  Report abuse

- jon, staffs, 18/3/2011 10:20
  Click to rate . Rating 9
  Report abuse

  could they not use concrete pumping machines with long booms (the kind they use to build high rise buildings) to pump water into the reactors?

- Sally, Southampton, 18/3/2011 10:18
  Click to rate . Rating 25
  Report abuse

  Down with Nuclear Power Stations!!!!!! You know what, I'd rather go without electricity than depend on something as lethal as this.
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Above: Perigee moons are as much as 14% wider and 30% brighter than lesser full Moons.

March 16, 2011: Mark your calendar. On March 19th, a full Moon of rare size and beauty will rise in the east at sunset. It’s a super “perigee moon”—the biggest in almost 20 years.

“The last full Moon so big and close to Earth occurred in March of 1993,” says Geoff Chester of the US Naval Observatory in Washington DC. “I’d say it’s worth a look.”

Full Moons vary in size because of the oval shape of the Moon’s orbit. It is an ellipse with one side (perigee) about 50,000 km closer to Earth than the other (apogee): [diagram]. Nearby perigee moons are about 14% bigger and 30% brighter than lesser moons that occur on the apogee side of the Moon’s orbit.

“The full Moon of March 19th occurs less than one hour away from perigee—a near-perfect coincidence—that happens only 18 years or so,” adds Chester.

A perigee full Moon brings with it extra-high “perigean tides,” but this is nothing to worry about, according to NOAA. In most places, lunar gravity at perigee pulls tide waters only a few centimeters (an inch or so) higher than usual. Local geography can amplify the effect to about 15 centimeters (six inches)—not exactly a great flood.

Indeed, contrary to some reports circulating the Internet, perigee Moons do not trigger natural disasters. The “super moon” of March 1983, for instance, passed without incident. And an almost-super Moon in Dec. 2008 also proved harmless.

Okay, the Moon is 14% bigger than usual, but can you really tell the difference? It’s tricky. There are no rulers floating in the sky to measure lunar diameters. Hanging high overhead with no reference points to provide a sense of scale, one full Moon can seem much like any other.

The best time to look is when the Moon is near the horizon. That is when illusion mixes with reality to produce a truly stunning view. For reasons not fully understood by astronomers or psychologists, low-hanging Moons look unnaturally large when they beam through trees, buildings and other foreground objects. On March 19th, why not let the “Moon illusion” amplify a full Moon that’s extra-big to begin with? The swollen orb rising in the east at sunset may seem so nearby, you can almost reach out and touch it.

Don’t bother. Even a super perigee Moon is still 356,577 km away. That is, it turns out, a distance of rare beauty.

See the ScienceCast of this story on YouTube at: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1yALg_Apdw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1yALg_Apdw)

Author: Dr. Tony Phillips | Credit: Science@NASA

Footnote: Less-perfect perigee moons occur more often. In 2008, for instance, there was a full Moon four hours from perigee. Many observers thought that one looked great, so the one-hour perigee moon of 2011 should be a real crowd pleaser.
The Cycle of Ministry
A duty that is ours this side of the Kingdom

People involved in full-time ministry are occasionally given the opportunity to contemplate what the world will be like when their services are no longer needed. Think about it: a time is coming when there shall be no need for a large portion of jobs in public service. No doctors, police officers, firefighters, attorneys or … evangelists. The Bible speaks of a time when no one will have to teach another about our Heavenly Father, for we shall all know Him.

It appears that none shall have an intellectual advantage over another in the matter of “knowing God.” No list of degrees or string of letters after our names will deem any one of us more qualified than another to speak of the things of God. In the earth made new we can be sure that the things which can be known and comprehended about God, will indeed be known—by all.

Right now our world is so full of confusion, bloodshed, ladder-climbing, jealousy and—not so much unbelief—but uncertainty about what to actually believe in. Who can keep count of the variations of religion that are added to the constantly growing list? When a seeker wants to find truth, where shall they go? Well, of course, that’s a broad question. And one may ask, “Truth about What?” While all truth is eternal, some truths take a while to ripen in the mind. And some truths, though important, are not as essential as others. Knowing the precise measurements of the universe might be completely unnecessary, if you have no plan or possibility to one day actually check the math out—with your own eyes. Right?

On a regular basis, though not as often as we would like, we receive shipments of thousands of books that take up temporary residence in our warehouse, books that ultimately belong in the hands of fellow travelers of Planet Earth. As we make plans to take thousands more books to give away during Mardi Gras in New Orleans, we are reminded of the ongoing need for both workers—and tools. Keep up the good work, and Thank You for giving us the opportunity to also help you in your efforts.

There comes a moment when we shall meet those who will include you and your labor in the list of things that made a difference in their lives. Keep it up!

Your Mission World Family

“Books are the quietest and most constant of friends; they are the most accessible and wisest of counselors, and the most patient of teachers.”

–Charles W. Elliot.
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**The Perfect Storm is Coming!**
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle between the powers of good and evil. From the birth of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of absolute peace in an earth made new. Compelling excerpts from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Illumination guaranteed:
Currently available in English and Spanish.

- Single copy – $2
- 11-99 copies – $1 each
- 1 case (100 @ .50¢ each) – $50

**Finding Peace Within**
– A book for people in need…
Thousands seek relief from today's fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling effects of job-related stress and strained family relationships. This inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers lasting solutions that really work.

FPW also available in Spanish.

- Single copy – $4.95
- 11-71 copies – $2 each
- 1 case (72 @ .61¢ each) – $44

**Hidden Treasures**
– Stories from the Master Storyteller
Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost coins and treasure hidden in a field were recounted with such mystery and passion that the educated as well as the common people were drawn to Christ. Priceless reading.

- Single copy – $4.95
- 11-47 copies – $2.50 each
- 1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

**Health and Happiness**
– Live Longer! Live Healthier!
The medical and scientific worlds are rediscovering the Bible's uncanny rules for good health. Ancient laws governing physical and mental health are today being confirmed. Natural remedies, faith and healing, diet and foods, and more…

- Single copy – $7.95
- 11-47 copies – $2.50 each
- 1 case (48 @ .92¢ each) – $44

**Who are the Angels?**
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels? Though often depicted as good, angels do not always dispense blessings. Excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

- Single copy – $2
- 11-199 copies – $1 each
- 1 case (200 @ .24¢ each) – $48

Who are the Angels? also available as a Spanish/English bi-lingual version

- Single copy – $2
- 11-99 copies – $1 each
- 1 case (100 @ .44¢ each) – $44

Special pricing on all books on this page:
Buy 10 cases of any title (any mix), get $4 off per case! Postpaid!